
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23261 

January 9, 2001

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attention: Document Control Desk 
Washington, D.C. 20555

Serial No.  
NLOS/ETS 
Docket No.  
License No.

01-019 

50-339 
NPF-7

Gentlemen: 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 
NORTH ANNA POWER STATION UNIT 2 
PROPOSED OPERATING LICENSE CHANGES 
DELETION OF OBSOLETE LICENSE CONDITIONS

Pursuant to 10CFR50.90, Virginia Electric and Power Company requests amendments in 
the form of revisions to Facility Operating License Number NPF-7 for North Anna Power 
Station Unit 2. The proposed administrative changes will remove obsolete license 
conditions from the Operating License. These changes will facilitate our planned 
conversion to Improved Technical Specifications and submittal of a license renewal 
application. The proposed changes can be categorized as follows: 

"* Editorial changes 
"* Relocation of license conditions 
"* Removal of license conditions associated with completed modifications 
"* Removal of expired license conditions 

A discussion of the proposed changes to the Operating Licenses is provided in 
Attachment 1. The proposed changes have been reviewed and approved by the Station 
Nuclear Safety and Operating Committee and the Management Safety Review Committee.  
Marked-up Operating License pages that reflect the proposed changes are provided in 
Attachment 2. Revised Operating Licenses pages that incorporate the proposed changes 
are provided in Attachment 3. The basis for our determination that the proposed changes 
to the Operating Licenses do not involve a significant hazards consideration, as defined in 
1OCFR50.92, is provided in Attachment 4.  
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Due to the extensive procedure changes necessary to implement this change, a sixty-day 
implementation period is requested. Should you have any questions or require additional 
information, please contact us.  

Very truly yours, 

William R. Matthews 
Vice President - Nuclear Operations 

Attachments: 
1. Discussion of Change 
2. Mark-up of Operating Licenses and Technical Specifications Pages 
3. Proposed Operating Licenses and Technical Specifications Pages 
4. Significant Hazards Consideration Determination 

Commitments made in this letter: None.  

cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region II 
Sam Nunn Atlanta Federal Center 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Suite 23T85 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

Mr. M. J. Morgan 
NRC Senior Resident Inspector 
North Anna Power Station 

Commissioner 
Bureau of Radiological Health 
1500 East Main Street 
Suite 240 
Richmond, VA 23218 

Mr. J. E. Reasor 
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative 
Innsbrook Corporate Center 
4210 Dominion Blvd.  
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060



COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA ) 
) 

COUNTY OF HENRICO ) 

The foregoing document was acknowledged before me, in and for the County 
and Commonwealth aforesaid, today by William R. Matthews, who is Vice 
President - Nuclear Operations, of Virginia Electric and Power Company. He 
has affirmed before me that he is duly authorized to execute and file the 
foregoing document in behalf of that Company, and that the statements in the 
document are true to the best of his knowledge and belief.  

Acknowledged before me this q day of 'L! (_ ' L./,2001.  

My Commission Expires: 3 -3 1 - (A 

Notary Public

(SEAL)



ATTACHMENT 1

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 
(DOMINION) 

NORTH ANNA POWER STATION UNIT 2



DISCUSSION OF CHANGE

INTRODUCTION 

The original issuance of the North Anna Unit 2 Facility Operating License, NPF-7, 
contained a significant amount of license conditions. North Anna Unit 2 was the 

first full power operating license issued following the March, 1979 accident at 

Three Mile Island. Due to the dynamic regulatory environment at that time, many 

conditional requirements were placed on the Unit 2 Facility Operating License 

(FOL) to address outstanding licensing issues and facilitate issuance of the FOL.  

Since the original issuance of the North Anna Unit 2 FOL, several additional 
requirements (license conditions) have been incorporated into the license via the 

license amendment process pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90. In some cases, 

subsequent license amendments have removed certain license conditions when 

they were no longer applicable. In other cases, license conditions have been left 

intact even though they are no longer required. The large majority of the original 

license conditions remain in the current version of the Unit 2 FOL.  

Virginia Electric and Power Company (Dominion) is proposing an administrative 
change to the North Anna Unit 2 FOL to remove those license conditions that no 

longer apply or that could be relocated within the FOL to provide a more 

consistent and concise license format. This proposed FOL "cleanup" activity also 
includes minor editorial changes for consistency. A similar effort was initiated by 

the NRC in 1981 for the North Anna Unit 1 FOL, NPF-4, as a "consistency check" 

and was subsequently issued as License Amendment No. 31 dated May 28, 
1981. No equivalent effort was performed for Unit 2 at that time.  

Revision of the North Anna Unit 2 FOL is being proposed to retain only those 

license conditions that remain pertinent to current station operations. The intent 
is to provide a North Anna Unit 2 license document for license renewal and 
conversion to the Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) that does not contain 
unnecessary or obsolete requirements and that is directly applicable to the 

current plant design and licensing bases. A comparable "cleanup" effort for 
Unit 1 is being submitted jointly with this proposed change.
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DISCUSSION

The proposed changes to the Facility Operating License for North Anna Unit 2 
can be divided into four groups based on commonality. Subsequent discussions 
presented herein are based on this categorization. Additionally, the applicable 
change group is specifically identified on each of the mark-ups associated with 
these proposed changes. The four groups are as follows: 

1. Purely editorial changes to the Unit 2 FOL, 

2. Relocation of existing Unit 2 FOL license conditions, 

3. Removal of license conditions associated with completed Unit 2 
modifications, 

4. Removal of completed, expired or no longer required license conditions in the 
Unit 2 FOL.  

An administrative change to License Condition 2.H is addressed for by the 
combination of relocation or removal of portions of the license condition.  
Accordingly, it is presented separately at the end of the Group 4 discussion.  

1. Editorial Chanqes: (License Conditions Sections 1..B, I.F, I.H, 1.1, 2.A, 
2.B(1,2,3,4,5), 2.C(1), 2.C(2), 2.C(22), 2.C(23), and 2.J) 

The Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) originally served as the principal 
reference document in support of the North Anna Part 50 license applications.  
The original FSAR described methods for conforming with applicable NRC 
regulations and contains the technical information required by 10 CFR 50.34(b), 
including "information that describes the facility, presents the design bases and 
the limits on its operation, and presents the safety analyses of the structures, 
systems and components and of the facility as a whole." In 1980, the NRC 
issued the FSAR update rule, 10 CFR 50.71(e), which required all licensees to 
update their FSARs periodically to assure that the information provided is the 
latest material developed. Therefore, the Updated FSAR (UFSAR) represents 
the most current document available to describe the North Anna site and facility.  
The proposed changes to Sections 2.A, 2.B(2), and 2.C(23) of the Unit 2 FOL 
utilizes the UFSAR as the reference document for the North Anna site 
description, fire protection program description, and for the limitations on storage 
and amounts of special nuclear material used as reactor fuel.
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Section 2.C(2) of the original FOL referred to the Technical Specifications 
contained in Appendices A and B. At that time Appendix B was titled the 
"Environmental Technical Specifications" (ETS). License Amendment No. 31 
which was associated with the Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications, 
(RETS) removed Part I of the ETS and renamed Part II as the Environmental 
Protection Plan (EPP). The EPP was involved with the non-radiological aspects 
of the original ETS. Because of the name change, FOL Section 2.C(2) is no 
longer correctly stated. As an administrative correction to address this 
inconsistency, Section 2.C(2) has been split by this proposed change such that 
the current section only refers to the Technical Specifications of Appendix A. A 
new section is added which addresses the EPP contained in Appendix B. The 
new section, 2.C(5), is identical to Section 2.C(2) except for referencing the EPP 
rather than the Technical Specifications as the subject of the section. The 
amendment number stated in the proposed new paragraph is the latest 
amendment which revised the EPP.  

No other specific background is provided for the rest of the editorial changes 
proposed. Cause and basis for change associated with typographical errors, 
punctuation, and grammatical inconsistencies are self evident.  

2. Relocation of License Conditions: 

License Condition 2.C(23) - This license condition regarding fire protection is 
relocated and renumbered to FOL Section 2.D. No technical changes are 
proposed. Since the fire protection program is specifically a requirement 
according to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, it does not fit the definition of 
"Additional Conditions" and is relocated (and titled) to its own license section.  
This is consistent with the treatment of the security requirements of 10 CFR Part 
73 given in FOL Section 2.E, Physical Protection. Relocation of this license 
condition within the FOL has no impact on the technical aspects of the item being 
moved.  

License Condition 2.G - This license condition regarding equipment used for 
radiological effluent control is relocated and renumbered to a new FOL Section 
2.C(3)(a) and identified as an additional license condition. The content of 
License Condition 2.G is identical to the Unit 1 FOL, Section 2.D(3)e which is 
part of a section titled "Additional Conditions." The Unit 2 FOL differs from the 
Unit 1 FOL in that the Unit 2 FOL does not have a specific section that is 
intended to contain additional conditions of the license. This proposed change to 
the Unit 2 FOL adds such a section (comparable to the Unit 1 FOL Section 
2.D(3)). The introductory statement in this new section is identical to the words 
proposed in the Unit 1 FOL license "cleanup" which is being submitted jointly with 
this proposed change. Relocation of this license condition within the FOL to a 
specific section for "Additional Conditions" has no impact on the technical 
aspects of the item being moved.
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License Condition 2.1 and Appendix C - Currently, Section 2.1 references FOL 

Appendix C to identify an additional license condition. Appendix C was added by 

License Amendment No. 195 dated August 26, 1998. In an effort to construct a 

clean and concise FOL document, the proposed change would move the single 

Appendix C requirement (identified as an additional condition) to within the new 

"Additional Conditions" section of the Unit 2 FOL as Section 2.C(3)(b). This 

supports the removal of the current Section 2.1. The content and applicability of 

this additional condition would be unchanged. This will eliminate the need for 

Appendix C and place all "additional conditions" in a common section of the Unit 

2 FOL. This proposed change is consistent with the internal Nuclear Reactor 

Regulation Office Letter No. 803 dated December 30, 1999 which recommends 

the removal of a separate appendix for license conditions. Relocation of this 

license condition within the FOL has no impact on the technical aspects of the 
item being moved.  

3. Completed Facility Modifications: 

License Condition 2.F - License Amendment 93 dated December 5, 1988 

incorporated License Condition 2.F into the North Anna Unit 2 FOL. License 

Condition 2.F authorizes the modification of the design of the reactor coolant 

pump (RCP) and steam generator supports in accordance with a submittal dated 

November 6, 1985 and supplemented by letters dated February 24, 1987, March 

12, 1987, March 8, 1988, and June 10, 1988. These submittals provided the 

basis and supporting evaluation for the re-design of the primary coolant loop 

piping to remove eighteen large bore and six small bore snubbers associated 

with the RCPs and SGs. The re-design was implemented to take advantage of 

the then approved advanced fracture mechanics methods associated with Leak

Before-Break Technology as permitted by the General Design Criteria 4 (GDC 4) 

of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. The amendment request was submitted since 

a revision to the primary coolant loop supports system was considered to be an 

Unreviewed Safety Question requiring NRC review and approval. The issuance 

of Amendment No. 107 documented the NRC review and approval of this facility 
modification.  

Following the issuance of Amendment 93, the eighteen large bore and six small 

bore snubbers were removed during the 1989 spring refueling outage. Revision 

11 to the UFSAR dated October 1, 1990 reflected the change in the design of the 

RCP and SG supports and the basis for the use of Leak-Before-Break in the re

design. Since the snubber modifications are complete, documented in the 

UFSAR, and are based on approved methods that are in compliance with the 

requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 4, License Condition 2.F is no 

longer necessary and is deleted by this proposed change to the North Anna 

Unit 2 FOL.
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4. Completed, Expired, or No Longer Needed License Conditions: 

License Condition 2.C(2)(b) - License Amendment No. 18, dated February 18, 
1982, granted a one time, two-week extension for the Unit 2 hydraulic snubber 
functional testing for the purpose of reaching the scheduled refueling outage.  
The refueling outage began on March 7, 1982 which was within the extension 
time period. License Condition 2.C(2)(b) has expired and is, therefore, removed 
by this proposed change.  

License Condition 2.C(3) - This license condition applies to the Initial Startup 
Testing Program for Unit 2 which has been completed. The startup test program 
for Unit 2 was based on a series of letters and responses to NRC questions in 
mid-1979. These letters are acknowledged in the review chronology of 
Supplement No. 10 of the North Anna Safety Evaluation Report (NUREG-0053).  
Testing was completed and the Reactor Startup Report was submitted to the 
NRC on March 10, 1981, which addressed all tests in the startup program. On 
this basis, this proposed change removes License Condition 2.C(3) since the 
requirements have been met and the license condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(4)c - This original license condition contained five 
separate requirements. License Amendment No. 90 dated May 26, 1988 deleted 
all but one. The remaining item involves the testing of the wide-range and 
narrow-range resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) on the Unit 2 reactor 
coolant system (RCS) until such time that the RTDs would be replaced with fully 
qualified components. These RTDs were replaced with qualified components in 
1984. A design change that modified the RCS temperature monitoring system 
replaced them again in 1993. Today, both the wide-range and narrow-range 
RTDs are fully qualified, eliminating the need for the testing requirements of this 
license condition. Inspection Report No. 50-339-84-33 (item 9) identifies this 
license condition as "Closed." On this basis, this proposed change removes 
License Condition 2.C(4) since the condition of replacement of components in 
item c has been met, closure has been documented, and the license condition no 
longer applies. All other sections of this license condition have been previously 
deleted.  

License Condition 2.C(5) - This license condition involves the development of a 
surveillance program for the fiberglass spray pond piping and supports prior to 
the facility operating above 25% power. A letter from the NRC dated August 22, 
1980 identified this license condition as resolved. Inspection Report No. 50-339
84-27 (Item 12) acknowledged this fact but held the license condition open in 
order to resolve some concerns on the spray array condition. Ultimately, the 
fiberglass spray array was replaced with steel and the open item was closed in 
Inspection Report no. 50-339-85-12 (Item 7). On this basis, this proposed 
change removes License Condition 2.C(5) since the requirements have been 
met, closure has been documented, and the license condition is obsolete.
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License Condition 2.C(6) - This license condition involves the performance of 
secondary flow stability tests that were to be completed prior to the facility 
operating above 90% power. Inspection Report No. 50-339-80-31 (Item 9) notes 
that this test was successfully performed in September, 1980 and consequently 
identifies this license condition as closed. A subsequent letter from the NRC 
dated October 17, 1980 also closed this license condition. On this basis, this 
proposed change removes License Condition 2.C(6) since the requirements have 
been met, closure has been documented, and the license condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(7) - This license condition involves transformer tap setting 
measurements and the demonstration that they were in agreement with analysis 
prior to the facility operating above 90% power. Inspection Report No. 50-339
80-33 (Item 5a) notes that this was successfully demonstrated by testing 
performed in September, 1980 and, consequently, identifies this license condition 
as closed. A subsequent letter from the NRC dated October 17, 1980 also 
closed this license condition. On this basis, this proposed change removes 
License Condition 2.C(7) since the requirements have been met, closure has 
been documented, and the license condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(8) - This license condition involves a visual inspection of 
feedwater hydraulic snubbers prior to the facility operating above 90% power.  
Inspection Report No. 50-339-80-33 (Item 5b) notes that this inspection was 
successfully performed in October, 1980 and, consequently, identifies this 
license condition as closed. A subsequent letter from the NRC dated 
October 17, 1980 also closed this license condition. On this basis, this proposed 
change removes License Condition 2.C(8) since the requirements have been 
met, closure has been documented, and the license condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(9) - FOL Section 2.C(9) is a licensing condition authorizing 
North Anna to perform steam generator moisture carryover testing which involves 
the use of a radioactive tracer element, Sodium-24. There are no planned 
moisture carryover tests for the Unit 2 steam generators. In the event that such a 
test is deemed necessary in the future, a non-radioactive chemical tracer would 
be used. Therefore, this specific authorization for use of Sodium-24 is no longer 
needed and License Condition 2.C(9) is removed by this proposed change.
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License Condition 2.C(10) - This license condition involves the submittal of a 
design regarding a backup overcurrent protection system for containment 
electrical penetrations prior to October 11, 1980. Subsequently, the approved 
design was to be installed and operational prior to the startup following the 
second refueling outage for Unit 2. Inspection Report No. 50-339-83-11 (Item 
9a) notes that this system was successfully installed and the license condition 
had been satisfied. On this basis, this proposed change removes License 
Condition 2.C(10) since the requirements have been met, closure has been 
documented, and the license condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C0(11) - This license condition involves the implementation of 
fire protection modifications identified in the NRC's February, 1979 SER for the 
fire protection program at North Anna. Modifications were to be completed by 
October 11, 1980 except for the alternate shutdown system which was to be 
modified by April 1, 1981. Inspection Report No. 50-339-80-39 was performed in 
December, 1980 and identified two violation of this license condition. Corrective 
actions were implemented and these violations were closed by Inspection Report 
No. 50-339-81-15.  

In September, 1985, an audit of the Fire Protection Program and compliance with 
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R was performed at North Anna. This was 
documented in Inspection Report No. 50-339-85-24. One unresolved item 
related to the February 1979 SER was identified that was later resolved in 
Inspection Report No. 50-339-87-37.  

License Amendment No. 123 dated September 13, 1990 implemented a new fire 
protection license condition, 2.C(23), which required the facility to "...implement 
and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved fire protection program as 
described in the Final Safety Analysis Report for the facility and as approved in 
the SER dated February, 1979..." This amendment also removed fire protection 
related items from the facility Technical Specifications for inclusion into the 
UFSAR. This was requested in response to Generic Letters 86-10 and 88-12.  
These generic letters endorse the removal of the then current fire protection 
related license conditions and the addition of the generic license condition 
proposed in Generic Letter 86-10. Amendment No. 123 added the new 
condition, but did not remove license condition 2.C(11). On this basis, this 
proposed change removes license condition 2.C(11 ) since the requirements have 
been met, closure has been documented, and the license condition has 
effectively been superceded by the current License Condition 2.C(23).
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License Condition 2.C(12) - This license condition involves the North Anna 

commitments to IE Bulletin 79-27 and is segmented into three parts 

corresponding to the various implementation schedules of the committed 

modifications.  

2.C(12)(a) - The modifications identified in this segment of the license condition 

were to be completed prior to startup following a November 1, 1980 outage for 

fire protection modifications. Inspection Report No. 50-339-80-36 (Item 6) 

verified the completion of the modifications and closed this item.  

2.C(12)(b) - The modifications identified in this segment of the license condition 

were to be completed within six month of the issuance of the FOL. Inspection 

Report Nos. 50-339-84-01 (Item 8) and 50-339-84-06 (Item 10b) verified the 

completion of the modifications and closed this item.  

2.C(12)(c) - The modifications identified in this segment of the license condition 

were to be completed prior to restart following the first refueling outage.  

Inspection Report No. 50-339-82-14 (Item 8a) verified the completion of the 

modifications and closed this item.  

Accordingly, this proposed change removes License Condition 2.C(12) in its 

entirety since the various requirements have been met, closure has been 

documented, and the license condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(13) - This license condition involves the completion and 

submittal of a piping reanalysis which includes the seismic amplified response 

spectra no later than May 22,1981. A letter from the NRC dated May 29, 1981 

acknowledges receipt of the reanalysis and closes this license condition. On this 

basis, this proposed change removes License Condition 2.C(13) since the 

requirements have been met, closure has been documented, and the license 

condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(14) - This license condition involves the submittal of plant 

specific information no later than six months from the issuance of the FOL to 

support a confirmatory analysis of the main steam line and feedwater line break 

analysis. A letter from the NRC dated March 6, 1981 acknowledges receipt of 

the plant specific information and closed this license condition. Subsequent 

requests for additional information were received and responses provided. By 

letter dated October 4, 1982, the NRC acknowledged that their audit analysis 

was complete and that the results were acceptable and that no further action was 

required of the licensee. On this basis, this proposed change removes License 

Condition 2.C(14) since the requirements have been met, closure has been 

documented, and the license condition is obsolete.
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License Condition 2.C(15) - This license condition is comprised of multiple items 
which were required to be completed prior to resuming power operation following 
the first refueling outage with the exception of items 2.C(15)(h)(2) and 
2.C(15)(h)(4). These two license conditions were to be completed no later than 
the second refueling outage.  

2.C(15)(a) - This license condition required the submittal of the detail of the 
inspection program for control rod guide thimble wear. A letter from the NRC 
dated April 21, 1981 acknowledged receipt of this information, the acceptability of 
the information, and the completion of the license condition requirements.  

2.C(1 5)(b) - This license condition required inspection ports to be installed on the 
Unit 2 steam generators. A letter from the NRC dated April 22, 1981 
acknowledged receipt of a commitment to install the inspection ports and closed 
the license condition. Inspection Report Nos. 50-339-82-14 (Item 8b) verified the 
completion of the modifications and also closed this item. Subsequently, in 1995 
the Unit 2 steam generators were replaced. Inspection ports were part of the 
replacement steam generator design criteria.  

2.C(15)(c) - This license condition has already been deleted by License 
Amendment No. 127 dated February 20, 1991.  

2.C(15)(d) - This license condition involves the installation of leak test 
connections in the Residual Heat Removal system isolation valves. Inspection 
Report Nos. 50-339-82-14 (Item 8d) verified the completion of the modifications 
and closed this license condition.  

2.C(15)(e) - This license condition requires North Anna to test the backup 
depressurization capability of the Power-Operated Relief Valves. Inspection 
Report Nos. 50-339-82-13 (Item 10.b(10)) verified the completion of the test, the 
acceptability of the results, and closed this license condition.  

2.C(15)(f) - This license condition requires North Anna to submit the results of 
boron mixing and cooldown test performed under natural circulation conditions.  
A letter from the NRC dated April 22, 1981 acknowledged receipt of a test data 
and closed this license condition.  

2.C(15)(g) - This license condition requires North Anna to retest all engineered 
safety features reset control actions to verify proper reset action. Inspection 
Report Nos. 50-339-82-14 (Item 8e) verified the completion of the retest, that the 
results were satisfactory, and closed this license condition.
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2.C(15)(h)(1) - This license condition involves the completion of a formal 
program for electrical and mechanical maintenance training for all personnel 
responsible for maintenance and availability of the emergency diesel generators 
(EDGs). This training was required prior to the end of the first Unit 2 refueling 
outage to enhance the availability and reliability of the EDGs. Inspection Report 
No. 50-339-84-33 (Item 9) states that the inspector verified that this EDG 
maintenance training was completed. Accordingly, this license condition is 
closed.  

The basis for this license condition is in NUREG-0053, Supplement No. 11, 
Section 8.3.2 which references NUREG/CR-0660, "Enhancement of Onsite 
Emergency Diesel Generator Reliability" and establishes the basis for the EDG 
maintenance program. The program is intended to be an on-going program, 
however, the license condition only addressed the scheduler aspect of its 
implementation. Following removal of this license condition, the administrative 
procedure regarding EDG maintenance will be revised to establish this program 
commitment based on NUREG-0053, Supplement 11, Section 8.3.2.  

2.C(15)(h)(2) - This license condition requires that the diesel generator lube oil 
system be modified to provide continuous lubrication of the lower portions of the 
engine and provide partial filling of the upper lube oil supply header and lube oil 
booster/accumulator system during engine startup. A letter from the NRC dated 
June 15, 1983 acknowledged that the modifications were completed and closed 
this license condition. Inspection Report No. 50-339-83-11 (Item 9c) verified the 
completion of the modifications and also closed this license condition.  

2.C(15)(h)(3) - This license condition requires the diesel generator operating 
procedures to be modified. Inspection Report No. 50-339-80-31 (Item 11) 
verifies that the procedures were modified, the modifications were acceptable, 
and closed this license condition.  

2.C(15)(h)(4) - This license condition requires that the diesel generator fuel oil 
storage and transfer system be modified to include a separate high level alarm 
for each day tank and independent pressure switches for each pump. The 
license condition also requires North Anna to submit Technical Specifications 
changes to verify proper operation of these modifications. A letter from the NRC 
dated June 15, 1983 acknowledged that the modifications were completed, that 
the proposed Technical Specifications were not necessary, and closed the 
license condition. Inspection Report Nos. 50-339-83-11 (Item 9d) and 50-339
84-30 (Item 7) verified the completion of the modifications and also closed this 
license condition.  

2.C(1 5)(h)(5) - This license condition involves the installation of an emergency fill 
line to the underground seven day fuel oil storage tank. Inspection Report No.  
50-339-82-14 (Item 8f) verified the completion of the modification and closed this 
license condition.
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2.C(15)(h)(6) - This license condition requires North Anna to either floor mount 
the control cabinet for the diesels or provide vibration tests that verify their 
operation during prolonged diesel operation. North Anna has floor mounted the 
control cabinets. Inspection Report No. 50-339-82-14 (Item 8g) verified the 
completion of the modification and closed this license condition.  

Accordingly, this proposed change removes License Condition 2.C(15) in its 
entirety since the requirements of all section of this license condition have been 
met, closure has been documented, and the license condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(16) - This license condition involves the submittal of a 
schedule for compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.97 within 90 days of the 
issuance of a pending revision (Revision 2) of the document. A letter from the 
NRC dated March 31, 1981 acknowledges the receipt of the schedule submittal 
and its acceptability to the NRC. The letter closes this license condition.  
Inspection Report No. 50-339-84-33 (Item 9) also closes this license condition.  
On this basis, this proposed change removes License Condition 2.C(16) since 
the requirements have been met, closure has been documented, and the license 
condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(17) - This license condition involves the inspection and 
submittal of inspection results to the NRC regarding the low-pressure turbines.  
This inspection and the NRC concurrence with the finding was to be completed 
prior to the restart of the facility following the second refueling outage. Inspection 
Report No. 50-339-83-11 (Item 9e) confirms that the inspection was performed 
and that the turbine rotors were to be replaced. Accordingly, the Inspection 
Report states that the license condition is satisfied. A NRC letter dated 
June 20, 1983 also closes this license condition. On this basis, this proposed 
change removes License Condition 2.C(17) since the requirements have been 
met, closure has been documented, and the license condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(18) - This license condition involves the submittal to 
demonstrate reliable detection and evaluation of reactor vessel clad cracks within 
five years of the issuance of the FOL. The inservice inspection that complied 
with this requirement was performed during 1983. Inspection Report No. 50-339
85-06 (Item 16) documents that this license condition is closed. On this basis, 
this proposed change removes License Condition 2.C(18) since the requirements 
have been met, closure has been documented, and the license condition is 
obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(19) - This license condition requires that North Anna 
perform radiation-thermal testing on the encapsulated saddle material used in the 
supplemental neutron shield within 5 years of the issuance of the Unit 2 FOL.  
Additionally, within six months of the testing, North Anna must evaluate the test 
results and submit this evaluation to the NRC. No specific reference in an NRC
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letter or Inspection Report has been located which identifies this license condition 
as closed. However, the testing and subsequent evaluation were completed and 
the test results, along with the evaluation results, were submitted to the NRC by 
letter dated August 13, 1981 (Serial No. 276). As stated in the August 13, 1981 
letter, the requirements of License Condition 2.C(19) have been met. On this 
basis, this proposed change removes License Condition 2.C(19) since the 
requirements have been met and the license condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(20) - This license condition involves four items specifically 
identified as TMI Action Plan items carried into the license as open items 
identified in Supplement No. 11 to the North Anna SER (NUREG-0053).  

2.C(20)(a) - This item involves an "evaluation of benefits" regarding the 
installation of data recording and data logging equipment as part of the control 
room design review (CRDR) effort per NUREG-0737, Item I.D.1. Inspection 
Report No. 50-339-84-33 (Item 9) identified that this license condition was open 
at that time. The inspection report also states, however, that the due date was 
being tracked as part of the licensee commitment to NUREG-0737, Supplement 
1. North Anna submitted the results of the detailed CRDR in 1986 per the 
schedule commitments for NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. A letter from the NRC 
dated February 28, 1990 provided an SER and closed out the control room 
design review issue of NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. Although the specific 
requirements of License Condition 2.C(20)(a) are only a small portion of the 
scope of the detailed CRDR, completion and acceptance of the detailed CRDR 
meets the requirements of this license condition.  

2.C(20)(b) - This item required the incorporation of low power physics tests 
results (specifically natural circulation cooldown and boron mixing) into the 
simulator located at Surry Power Station within one year from the issuance of the 
FOL. Additionally, a report to the NRC to describe the resultant simulator 
changes was also required. Inspection Report No. 50-339-80-29 (Item 11) 
acknowledged that the testing was performed. A letter from the NRC dated May 
4, 1982, acknowledged the completion of all requirements set forth in this license 
condition and closed this item.  

2.C(20)(c) - This item involves the performance of an endurance test of the 
steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump after steam to run the test would be 
available. A letter from the NRC dated December 9, 1980 acknowledged the 
completion of the test and all requirements set forth in this license condition, and 
closed this license condition.
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2.C(20)(d) - The North Anna SER, NUREG-0053, Supplement No. 12 (Item 22.2, 
III.A.1.1) documented approval of the emergency plan in effect at the time of the 
issuance of the Unit 2 FOL (August 21, 1980). This license condition required 
North Anna to "maintain in effect" a plan that met the same standards and criteria 
approved by the SER. The license condition specifically included an emergency 
operation facility as part of the plan.  

On November 3, 1980, a revision to the Code of Federal Regulation regarding 
emergency preparedness went into effect. The revisions affected 10 CFR Part 
50, Appendix E, "Emergency Planning and Preparedness for Production and 
Utilization Facilities," and added new Sections 10 CFR 50.47, "Emergency 
Plans," and 10 CFR 50.54q. Pursuant to Section 2.C of the Unit 2 FOL, these 
new regulations are applicable to the Unit 2 FOL. 10 CFR 50.54q states that "A 
licensee authorized to possess and operate a nuclear power reactor shall follow 
and maintain in effect emergency plans which meet the standards in 50.47(b) 
and the requirements in Appendix E of this part." 10 CFR 50.47(b) contains the 
minimum requirements for an emergency plan which includes support facilities.  
As documented in the Federal Register Notice (45 FR 55409) that implemented 
10 CFR 50.47, these requirements are basically derived from the planning 
objectives of NUREG-0654. Therefore, the requirements set forth in the Code of 
Federal Regulations supercedes the need for License Condition 2.C(20)(d).  

Accordingly, this proposed change removes License Condition 2.C(20) in its 
entirety since the requirements of all sections of this license condition have been 
met or superceded and the license condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(21) - This license condition involves items specifically 
identified as TMI Action Plan Dated Conditions carried into the license as open 
items identified in Supplement No. 11 to the North Anna SER (NUREG-0053).  

2.C(21)(a) - This license condition involves the training requirements for the Shift 
Technical Advisor (NUREG-0737, Item I.A.1.1). A letter from the NRC dated 
January 25, 1982 closed NUREG-0737, Item I.A.1.1. Inspection Report 50-339
84-33 also closed this license condition.  

2.C(21)(b) - This license condition involves the administration of training 
programs for licensed operators (NUREG-0737, Item I.A.2.3). Inspection Report 
Nos. 50-339-80-31, 50-339-80-6, and 50-339-83-11 address inspections for 
completion of this item. Inspection Report No. 50-339-84-01 (Item 8) closed this 
NUREG item. Inspection Report 50-339-84-33 closed this license condition.
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2.C(21)(c) - This license condition involves the installation, procedural 
guidelines, and analytical basis for the reactor vessel head vent system 
(NUREG-0737, Item II.B.1). Inspection Report No. 50-339-84-12 (Item 9) 
confirmed that the installation and procedures for the vent system were 
completed. Inspection Report No. 50-339-85-12 (Item 12a) confirms that the 
vent system was operable and closed this NUREG item. Inspection Report 50
339-84-33 closed this license condition.  

2.C(21)(d) - This license condition involves plant shielding evaluations and 
necessary modifications to assure access to vital areas in post-accident 
conditions (NUREG-0737, Item ll.B.2). Inspection Report No. 50-339-83-22 
(Item 11) evaluated the plant shielding study and closed Item ll.B.2. A letter from 
the NRC dated November 14, 1983 provided an SER for the plant shielding 
analysis and closed this NUREG item. Inspection Report 50-339-84-33 closed 
this license condition.  

2.C(21)(e) - This license condition involves post-accident sampling capability 
(NUREG-0737, Item ll.B.3). Inspection Report No. 50-339-83-30 (Item 9) 
evaluated the post-accident sampling system and closed this NUREG item.  
Some inspector follow-up items were identified in this inspection report, but all 
involved system improvements and did not affect the closure of Item ll.B.3. A 
letter from the NRC dated February 27, 1984 provided an SER for the post
accident sampling system and closed NUREG-0737, Item ll.B.3. Inspection 
Report 50-339-84-33 closed this license condition.  

2.C(21)(f) - This license condition involves the qualification of the pressurizer 
safety valves and power-operated relief valves (PORVs) (NUREG-0737, Item 
ll.D.1). A letter from the NRC dated March 21, 1989 provided an SER for 
NUREG-0737, Item ll.D.1, that stated that all requirements were met except for 
one deficiency. The deficiency was that neither the PORV control circuits or the 
PORV block valves were environmentally qualified. The NRC letter stated that 
there would be no further action on this item and that the licensee was to 
"resolve" the noted deficiency in a timely manner and notify the NRC of the 
resolution. Accordingly the NRC closed their review of this item for both North 
Anna Units 1 and 2. In a letter to the NRC dated October 15, 1990 (Serial No.  
90-606) North Anna provided the requested resolution by stating the position that 
the environmental qualification of these components was not required based on 
the information in Generic Letter 90-06 titled, "Resolution of Generic Issue 70, 
'Power-Operated Relief Valve and Block Valve Reliability' and Generic Issue 94, 
'Additional Low-Temperature Overpressure Protection for Light-Water Reactors."' 
Since the NRC had no further follow-up actions planned and North Anna 
provided the requested notification of the resolution of the noted deficiency, 
License Condition 2.C(21)(f) has been met. Additionally, a change to the North 
Anna Unit 2 Technical Specifications was made in response to Generic Letter 
90-06 which was issued by License Amendment No. 170 dated October 5, 1994.
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The Safety Evaluation for Amendment No. 170 addressed the reliability of the 
PORVs and their block valves but made no mention of the requirement from 
NUREG-0737, Item ll.D.1 to environmentally qualify these components.  

2.C(21)(g) - This license condition involves the safety grade indication for 
feedwater flow (NUREG-0737, Item II.E.1.2). A letter from NRC dated 
November 30, 1981 states that the safety grade requirements of this NUREG
0737 item are met and the item is considered closed for both North Anna units.  
Inspection Report 50-339-84-33 closed this license condition.  

2.C(21)(h) - This license condition involves the dedicated containment 
penetration for combustible gas (hydrogen) control in the post-accident condition 
(NUREG-0737, Item I1.E.4.1). Inspection Report No. 50-339-82-04 (Item 8) 
concluded that the installed system met the requirements of Item I1.E.4.1 and that 
this NUREG item was closed. Inspection Report 50-339-84-33 closed this 
license condition.  

2.C(21)(i) - This license condition involves the installation of additional accident 
monitoring instrumentation as presented in NUREG-0737, Item II.F.1. The 
closure of each of the items is discussed below. Inspection Report 50-339-84-33 
closed this license condition except for Item I1.F.1.1 which was closed as noted 
below.  

Monitoring instrumentation for noble gas effluents at each potential release point 
(II.F.1.1) and continuous sampling for radioiodine and particulates (II.F.1.2) were 
inspected and closed in Inspection Report No. 50-339-87-08 (Item 6).  

Monitoring instrumentation for containment high range radiation (11.F.1.3) was 
inspected and closed in Inspection Report No. 50-339-84-07 (Item 9).  

Monitoring instrumentation for containment pressure (II.F.1.4), containment water 
level (1I.F.1.5), and containment atmosphere hydrogen concentration (1I.F.1.6) 
were all inspected and closed in Inspection Report No. 50-339-84-06. A follow
up item regarding the hydrogen concentration was closed in Inspection Report 
No. 50-339-84-09. A letter from NRC dated April 21, 1983 acknowledged the 
acceptability of the installed monitoring instrumentation and provided an SER to 
close Items II.F.1.4, II.F.1.5, and II.F.1.6.  

2.C(21)(j) - This license condition involves the installation and demonstration of 
additional inadequate core cooling instrumentation (NUREG-0737, Item II.F.2).  
The North Anna SER (NUREG-0053) addressed the issue of inadequate core 
cooling instrumentation in Section 22.3 - "II.F.2." The SER concluded that the 
installed system was acceptable pending the installation of the reactor vessel 
level indication system. Inspection Report No. 50-339-85-12 (Item 12b) closed 
the issue related to reactor vessel level instruments. Inspection Report 50-339
84-33 closed this license condition.
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Accordingly, this proposed change removes License Condition 2.C(21) in its 
entirety since the requirements of all sections of this license condition have been 
met, closure has been documented, and the license condition is obsolete.  

License Condition 2.C(24) - This license condition was added by License 
Amendment No. 185 dated May 9, 1997. Amendment No. 185 addressed the 
insertion of 4 demonstration fuel assemblies (containing advanced zirconium 
based alloys) in either the Unit 1 or Unit 2 reactor cores for up to three fuel 
cycles. This amendment also modified the Design Features (Section 5.3.1) of 
the Unit 2 Technical Specifications to account for the presence of these 
demonstration fuel assemblies. The demonstration assemblies were placed in 
Unit 1 and are currently in their third fuel cycle. Therefore, there are no plans (or 
need) to place demonstration assemblies into the Unit 2 reactor core. On this 
basis, this proposed change removes License Condition 2.C(24). The 
corresponding Design Features statement is not removed, however. The ITS 
template document, NUREG-1431, retains this statement regarding lead test 
assemblies as a generic statement in the Design Features, Fuel Assemblies 
section of ITS.  

License Condition 2.D - This license condition involves an exemption to 
Appendix J of 10 CFR Part 50 regarding leak testing of the containment 
personnel airlock. The exemption was to allow leak testing of the airlock every 
three days instead of after every entry which was the requirement at the time of 
issuance (August 21, 1980) of the Unit 2 FOL. This license condition and a 
footnote to Technical Specification 3.6.1.3 acknowledged this exemption.  
Subsequently, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J was revised on September 22, 1980 
(one month following the issuance of the FOL) to incorporate the testing 
requirement of every three days that had been granted by the exemption. Later, 
License Amendment No. 177 dated February 9, 1996 removed the footnotes to 
Technical Specification 3.6.1.3 but did not remove this license condition.  
Accordingly, the proposed change removes License condition 2.D since the 
exemption is no longer required.  

NOTE: The following discussion applies to a purely administrative change 
resulting primarily from the proposed activities previously discussed.  

License Condition 2.H - This license condition involves the reportability of 
violations of various license condition of the Unit 2 FOL. The reporting 
requirements stated are identical to the "Prompt Notification" requirements that 
were issued with the original license Technical Specification 6.9.1.8. Generic 
Letter 83-43, "Reporting Requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Sections 50.72 and 
50.73, and Standard Technical Specifications," requested that licensees revise 
their Technical Specifications to conform with the revised reporting requirements 
of the subject CFR sections. License Amendment No. 47 dated February 1, 
1985 implemented the requested Technical Specifications change and removed
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the comparable "Prompt Notification" requirements in the Unit 2 Technical 
Specifications. Although Amendment No. 47 implemented the "LER Rule" and 
removed the "Prompt Notification" from the Technical Specification, the guidance 
document for the implementation of the LER Rule (NUREG-1022) clearly states 
that the LER Rule is applicable to Technical Specifications only and that existing 
license conditions pertaining to prompt notification are unaffected by the rule.  

This license condition would require modification to reference only those license 
conditions that remain following implementation of this proposed change to 
remove obsolete license conditions. However, the only remaining license 

condition is License Condition 2.G (relocated as 2.C(3)(a)). Since the modified 
license condition would correspond only to a single license condition item, it is 

proposed that the content of this license condition be combined with the 
remaining applicable license condition. The following is a summary explanation 
of the removal of all other license conditions from the applicability of License 
Condition 2.H: 

As proposed in this change request, the License Conditions 2.C(3) through 
2.C(21) are to be removed since they have been completed and are now 
obsolete.  

The original Section 2.F involved environmental issues and were removed 
with the implementation of Amendment No. 3 since the stipulation of the 
original requirement was contained within the Environmental Protection Plan, 
Appendix B to the FOL. Subsequent license conditions (regarding different 
subjects) designated as Section 2.F contained no discussion of the 
applicability of the additional reporting requirements of License Condition 2.H.  
Additionally, the current License Condition 2.F is being removed.  

FOL Section 2.E has been updated due to changing physical security 
requirements. The original Section 2.E required that the licensee "maintain in 
effect and implement all provisions of the NRC-approved Safeguard 
Contingency Plan identified as Chapter 8 in the North Anna Power Station, 
Units 1 and 2, Security Plan." License Condition 2.H required the reporting 
of violations to various license conditions including Section 2.E. Therefore, 
the original intent of Section 2.H would be to provide a report to the NRC if 
the Safeguards Contingency Plan was not maintained or properly 
implemented.  

In 1987, significant revisions/additions to the Code of Federal Regulations 
regarding physical security were implemented which included new reporting 
requirements for safeguard events. License Condition 2.E (which was 
implemented by License Amendment No. 87 dated May 9, 1988) now 
references the approved Physical Security, Safeguards Contingency, and 
Guard Training and Qualification Plans. These plans have been revised 
pursuant to provisions of the Miscellaneous Amendments and Search
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Requirements revisions to 10 CFR 73.55. The reporting requirements for 
safeguards events are specifically contained within 10 CFR 73.71 (and 10 
CFR Part 73, Appendix G) which applies, as appropriate, to licensees subject 
to 10 CFR 73.55. Therefore, the physical security related reporting 
requirements are covered in these regulations and represent a more 
comprehensive set of requirements than was originally required by License 
Condition 2.H and the original License Condition 2.E.  

North Anna is committed to the reporting requirements of the regulations 
through the security program plans submitted, "approved," and documented 
in the current License Condition 2.E. On this basis, the security related 
reporting requirements associated with License Condition 2.H have been 
superceded and are removed from License Condition 2.H by this proposed 
change.  

SPECIFIC CHANGES 

As previously specified, the proposed administrative changes to the North Anna 
Unit 2 Facility Operating License, NPF-7, would remove license conditions that 
no longer apply or that could be relocated within the FOL to more appropriate 
locations. Additionally, various editorial changes to the FOL are proposed for 
consistency.  

The specific changes proposed are as follows: 

- Correct the punctuation (use of commas) in FOL Section 1.B.  

- Correct the punctuation (reverse the comma and quote) in FOL Section 1.F.  

- Correct the punctuation (use of commas) in FOL Section 1.H.  

- Correct the punctuation (use of commas) in FOL Section 1.1.  

- Remove the phrase "amendment to the" in FOL Section 2. Also, add the 
word "Updated" to the Final Safety Analysis Report title and remove the 
reference to "as supplemented and amended (Amendments 17 through 69)." 

- Correct the punctuation (use of commas) in FOL Section 2.B(1).  

- Correct the punctuation (use of commas) in FOL Section 2.B(2). Also, add 
the word "Updated" to the Final Safety Analysis Report title and remove the 
reference to "as supplemented and amended." 

- Correct the punctuation (use of commas) in FOL Section 2.B(3).  

- Correct the punctuation (use of commas) in FOL Section 2.B(4).
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- Correct the punctuation (use of commas) in FOL Section 2.B(5).  

- Capitalize "Vepco" in FOL Section 2.C(1) for consistency within the FOL.  

- Revise FOL Section 2.C(2) by replacing the phrase "Appendices A and B" 

with "Appendix A." 

- Delete FOL Section 2.C(2)(b).  

- Replace the current title and text of FOL Section 2.C(3) with the following: 

2.C(3) Additional Conditions 

The matters specified in the following conditions shall be completed to 
the satisfaction of the Commission within the stated time periods 
following the issuance of the condition or within the operational 
restrictions indicated. The removal of these conditions shall be made 
by an amendment supported by a favorable evaluation by the 
Commission: 

- Add FOL Section 2.C(3)(a) taken from the current FOL Section 2.G. Add the 
following text to this item: 

VEPCO shall report any violations of this requirement within 24 hours by 
telephone and confirmed by telegram, mailgram, or facsimile transmission to 
the Director of the Regional Office, or his designate, no later that the first 
working day following the violation, with a written followup report within 14 
days.  

- Add FOL Section 2.C(3)(b) taken from the Additional Condition stated in the 

current FOL Appendix C.  

- Delete FOL Sections 2.C(4) through 2.C(21).  

- Renumber FOL Section 2.C(22) to 2.C(4). Also, replace the word "license" 
with "licensee" and correct the punctuation (commas).  

- Add Section 2.C(5) as follows: 

2.C(5) Environmental Protection Plan 

The Environmental Protection Plan contained in Appendix B, as 
revised through Amendment No. 178, is hereby incorporated in the 
license. The licensee shall operated the facility in accordance with the 
Environmental Protection Plan.
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- Renumber FOL Section 2.C(23) as Section 2.D. Also, add the word "Updated" 
to the Final Safety Analysis Report title.  

- Delete FOL Section 2.C(24).  

- Delete FOL Section 2.D.  

- Delete FOL Section 2.F.  

- Move the text of FOL Section 2.G to the previously identified new FOL 
Section 2.C(3)(a).  

- Delete FOL Section 2.H.  

- Delete FOL Section 2.1.  

- Renumber FOL Section 2.J to Section 2.F.  

- Replace the attachment listing with the following specific listing: 

Appendix A, Technical Specifications 
Appendix B, Environmental Protection Plan 

- Delete FOL Appendix C cover page. Move the single "Additional Condition" 
from FOL Appendix C to the previously identified new FOL Section 2.C(3)(b).  

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE 

The proposed administrative change to the North Anna Unit 2 Facility Operating 
License makes minor editorial corrections, relocates three license conditions 
within the FOL, and removes completed, redundant, expired, or otherwise non
applicable license conditions. This proposed change provides a resulting license 
document that does not contain unnecessary or obsolete requirements and that 
is directly applicable in all aspects to the current plant design and licensing 
bases. There is no safety significance associated with this proposed change 
since the change does not alter any currently applicable Facility Operating 
License requirements. Accordingly, the current North Anna Unit 2 licensing and 
design bases are unchanged, and an unreviewed safety question does not exist.
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ATTACHMENT 2

MARK-UP OF OPERATING LICENSES AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS PAGES 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 
(DOMINION) 

NORTH ANNA POWER STATION UNIT 2



VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 

OLD DOMINION ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

DOCKET NO. 50-339 

NORTH ANNA POWER STATION, UNIT NO. 2 

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

License No. NPF-7 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) having found that: 

A. The application for license filed by Virginia Electric and Power 
Company (VEPCO) complies with the standards and requirements 
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the 
Commission's regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I and all 
required notifications to other agencies or bodies have been duly 
made; 

B. Construction of the North Anna Power Stationý Unit No. 2 (facility) 
has been substantially completed in conformfty with Construction 
Permit No. CPPR-78 and the application, as amended, the provisions 
of the Act and the regulations of the Commission; 

C. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, 
as amended, the provisions of the Act, and the regulations of 
the Commission; 

D. There is reasonable assurance: (i) that the activities authorized 
by this operating license can be conducted without endangering 
the health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities 
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations 
set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

E. VEPCO is technically and financially qualified to engage in the 
activities authorized by this operating license in accordance 
with the Commission's regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

F. VEPCO and the Old Dominion Electric Cooperative have satisfied the 
applicable provisions of 10 CFR Part 40, IFinancial Protection 
Requirements and Indemnity Agreement"4/of th fommission's regulations; J
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G. The issuance of this operating license will not be inimical to the 
common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public; 

H. After weighing the environmental, economic, technicalland other I, 
benefits of the facility against environmental and other costs and 
considering available alternatives, the issuance of Facility Operating 
License NPF-7, subject to the conditions for protection of the 
environment set forth herein/is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 51 
of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements have 
been satisfied; 

I. The receipt, possession, and use of source, byproductiand special J, 
nuclear material as authorized by this license will be in accordance 
with the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Part 30, 40, and 70; and 

J. The Old Dominion Electric Cooperative is a partial financial owner 
of the facility and will not operate the facility.  

2. Pursuant to approval by the Nuclear Regulatory Comission at a meeting on 
August 20, 1980, the License for Fuel-Loading and Low-Power Testing issued 
on April 11, 1980 is superseded by Facility Operating License NPF-7 hereby 
issued to Virginia Electric and Power Company (VEPCO) and the Old Dominion 
Electric Cooperative (ODEC) to read as follows: 

A. This a--adm•-: t. - license applies to the North Anna Power Station, 
Unit No. 2, a pressurized water nuclear reactor and associated 
equipment (the facility), owned by VEPCO and ODEC. The facility is 
located near Mineral in Louisa County, Virginia and is described in 
VEPCO's Final Safety Analysis Report e -upple ------. LUd a..... de 
(A.i-.m-=•n 9.-.--'-=h 69) and Environmental Report as supplemented 
and amended (Supplements 1 through 4).  

B. Subject to the conditions and requirements incorporated herein, the 
Commission hereby licenses: 

(1) Pursuant to Section 103 of the Act and 10 CFR Part 50,VEPCO and 
ODEC to possess and VEPCO to uses and operate the facility at the 
designated location in Louisa County, Virginia, in accordance with the 
limitations set forth in this license; 

(2) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Part 70, VEPCO to receive, possess sll 
and use at any time special nuclear material as reactor fuel, ir 
in accordance with the limitations for storage and amounts 
required for reactor operation, as described in VEPCO'sýFinal 
Safety Analysis Reportx as =-i=l==nto and ld=; D 1 

(3) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30, 40 and 70, VEPCO to 
receive, possess and use at any time any byproduct, source/and 
special nuclear material as sealed neutron sources for reactor 
startup, sealed sources for reactor instrumentation and radiation 
monitoring equipment calibration, and as fission detectors in 
amounts as required;
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(4) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30. 40, and 70. VEPCO to receive. possessJ 

and use in amounts as required any byproduct. sourcejor special nuclear 

materialIwithout restriction to chemical or physical form. for sample analysis or 

instrument calibration or associated with radioactive apparatus or components: 

and 

(5) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30. 40 and 70. VEPCO to possess. but not j 

separate, such byproduct and special nuclear materials as may be produced by 

the operation of the facility.  

C. This license shall be deemed to contain and is subject to the conditions specified in the 

Commission's regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I and is subject to all applicable 

provisions of the Act and to the rules, regulations, and orders of the Commission now 

or hereafter in effect: and is subject to the additional conditions specified or 

incorporated below: 

(1) Maximum Power Level 

A-'eps is authorized to operate the facility at steady state reactor core power j 
levels not in excess of 2893 megawatts (thermal).  

(2) Technical Specifications 
4.. txy 

The Technical Specifications contained in Ap4deeýs A ao4-. as revised 

through Amendment No. _-2.. are hereby incorporated in the license. The 

licensee shall operate the facility in accordance with the Technical 

Specifications.  

lrrent sueillance peri t for Surveilla ce Requiremen 4.7.10.c may 

be xtended yond the tin limit specifie by Technical ecification 

.0.2.a. Th required surv illance shall completed pri to startup aft 

the first r ueling outag-. The plant sha not be operate in Modes 1.3 o 

4 until rveillance quirement 4.7 0.c has been c mpleted. Up 

acco lishment o he surveillanc . the provisions f 4.0.2.a sh apply.  

S (3) Additio'nal Conditio~ns ý ý 

The matters specified in the following conditions shall be completed to the satisfaction 

of the Commission within the stated time periods following the issuance of the 

condition or within the operational restrictions indicated. The removal of these 

conditions shall be made by an amendment to the license supported by a favorable 
evaluation by the Commission: 

(a ) s-r r ,v . p' 3 

I~~1 5ttr p.'3 

(h) -:74f,-a C f, /V " JI-4 C-
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(3) Initi na t Test Proqra nt d i S 

V O shall cond ot the post-fueloading initial to t program s frite fn teston 14 of i iPCO's Final Saf A ys 
c. rfoan o n y thout king any major mo fications of 
this prograi unless modifica'ons have been d in hfied and have proegrm C(plan sdor schedul. Major udifications are defi~ne , s.: .  

a. E tor o a nvia e st tuentifr d in Section 14 of SVEPCO'sýia Sft nlsis eRport, as amended, as 

/ b. Moific 'alon of test objec v~es, methods or ace t~ance 

rtemp'at deeor maytertialn hotenued snScignif ntoVEC' 

F•inaSafety Analysis Repo t, as amended, as es /ntial; m 

degfrmad oncde tof ennironmet 1 parmeer s. e Thern surts 
ofther ecis ed affraind sa b ded t eta 

(4) VEPCO shall -ake the folowing r medial actions, or alternativee 
actions, .cceptable to the .,mmi ssion, with regayl to thee 
environ mental qualificatio requirements for.Class IE 

Deleted by Am dment No. 90.  

\ C. VEPCO sh 1•' test the narrow af wide-range resista e 
" tempera t•re detectors for the/reactor coolant syste pby 
the • op Curet .tep Res •nse method each ca •ndar 
qu e ni ogtr fe esi stance tem erat ure 

ec•tori vial. ssac temperature/detectors 
wilb epae f aifctory Loop C rent Step 

SResponse test results ae acquired.  

F or narrow and wide'range resistance temp ature detectors 
not replaced at gienreueing o Zage, VEPCO shall 
assure that /esisac teperat u) detector cable 
connectors adqatl ealed//and shall use the 
Arrhenius )thodology to affirjn that the resi.staf 
temperatu• detco aera o endured signifi nt 
degrada on due to environmen Il parameters. The s~ults 

Sof this affi rmati on shaq be added to cent ral• 
"•environmental qualification Ifiles. J
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M) Dektcd by Amda.l..t. N-90.  

5) ior to perating Ae faci• * y at a owe1r Ie e above 51 
percen VEPCO all dev op a rveillanc progr for 
fibe lass spra pond pip g and s orts that s in cq plianc q 

wi the reg atory pos ion in vision 2 Regul ory Guid 
1.2. or anativ position acceptableto the ommission 

(6) Prio to op"ting th facility t a power evel a e 9 
pe ent, Vi CO shall erform s ondary fl stabili1> tests 

ich h 1e been roved by the Commi sion. V 0 shal) 
provide at least hours no ification Office o Inspect n 
and Eeortcement OIE) prio to conduc ng such proved t;sts 
s t_° at these ests may b witnessed y the Com issii on.  

e excep ons to Technical Specific ions 3. .2.1(a), 
3 (b 3.5.2, 3 .1.2, an 3 '7.1.3 sued wit Amendmentj 

No. 2 t the Fuel Load an Low-Power' esting *cense date 
August 980 shall e in eff ct until th se are c pleted..

1([/ 1nrior o oper ting the facility at a {wer level above 90J 
perce t, VEPr shall d onstrat/to the Atisfacti of thNRCI q 

tha the 7 tual i plant m7asuremep{s of tr nsform tap, 
set ings a e in agr ment wi their nalvsis 

B) P ior too erating/above 9 percent power, V CO sh 1 compl e' 
he visu ver ivfcation f oper ility the 7 feed ter ) 

system ydrauli snubbe s, desi nated i/VEPCO' letter dated 
August , 1989 ,at ope ating t peratur" to th satisf tion of 
the E E 

PC is au or1z aro prTorm 5L am generaur 
carryove studies at the orth Ann Station/ These tudies 
involv the use an aque us tracer solutionof two ( curies 
of so ium-24. he lic see pers nnel wi be in harge C 
cond cting t se st ies and be k wledgeab in e 
pr edures. VEPCO 11 impo perso nel exp ure li ts, 
p ting, an survey eq ureme s in c formanc with t se in 
o CFR Par 20 to m'nimize p sonnel xposure nd cont ination 

during th studie . Radiol gical c ntrols 11 be e ablished 
in the eas of e chemi 1 feed, feedwate , steam

A ...dmn No. 9-'-
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onden te and a ling syst where the esence of t e radio

(.acti tracer is acted to arrant suc. controls. VE?CC will 
ta special p cautions t minl-lze ra iation e sure and 

ntamination during both the handlin of the ra ioactive t cer pric q 
to injectio and the ta ng of syste samples llowing eclot cf 

the tracer VZPCO vil ensure tha all regul tory requi =ents for' 

liquid d harge are et during d sposal of 11 sampl eff:luent a=~ 

after camletiot o the stud-e.  

1 i o at r t an ct, er . VEo. ,>•cMi t~ des••-o f 
[ / backu• overcu~rrt protect on system/o nalj teera• \), 

pene rations f r ComMiss n review d approva The ba up sy em Lf 

* 1 be ins lied and ertoa pirtrumg wr eai 

/ protec on amodif atiolms #•de~sc~ri~b in the -- is sio• Safety/ / 

Stat n, Units I and 2" dated F ra 19 9,see ndment N . 8 to// 

12) nCO shall/ z eme th e olovig modific tioos rel ed to sem 

•ulletin 7 -27 "Loss o/ Non-Clas# IE Inst entmacion rnd Coutr 1 Power 

System Bu During Oper tio-" as pecified n VEPCO' leotters,.dated 

M ay 30 a July 9. 19 0 on the olloving chedule: 

(a) Pr or to start follow g the Nov mber 1, 1 80 

o tag. for Fi Protect on Modifi ations: 

team 2 - A.1 rate Fe d for Ann icators 

Iten 3, 4, 7 and 8: Alternate over Su ply for V tal SOV nd 

Vital Ins runent Pa els.  

Item 9 d 10: Lo of Volt ge for S i-Vital uses 

(b) Withi six month fron date of issua ce of th licen e: 

Item 6: Alter= te Power o Caitron os 

it 11, 12, 3 and 14: Change Voltage Indica ion - 12 VD 

Bu es 

(c) nor to at rtup foll g the irs/ ref cling tage: 

Items l and 5: Div rse Pave Supply f r Tb a T c 

(.-No-.____
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( 1 3) N o l at er t h a n M a y m o8 ,nt h s r~ e d ir o f cs ule o f t i ies e VP shl u yto the satisfa ioa of th CmAssORtsCi the ap n t spe c i 

whi in cluaio de d to fi r. c h am li dity rs ons ethe gid tifea ad 

f~'ovaUT no brea 1~ayss /2

I
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1 5) Prior t resuming power peration followi the first refueling ou ge except as 

spi cally noted ,i raphs (h)(2) d (h)(4) below: 

VEPCO shall bmit the details the inspection pro am for control rod 

guide thimbl tube wall wear for Commission approv 

(b) VEPCO s all install inspectio ports in the steam g nerators; 

(c) Delet . $ 

(d) VE 0 shall install le test connections on e RHR isolation v es; 

(e) EPCO shall de nstrate by test the b up depressuriza n capability of 

the PORVS usi the same shutdown rocedure as des ed in VEPCO's 

procedure 2- -3.2 dated 7/23/80 * 

(f) VEPCO s 11 submit for Commi sion approval, e results of the ests 

applicabl to North Anna Pow r Station, Unit , of a study con erning 

mixing f added borated w r and cooldow under natural c"culation 
Condit' ns; 

(g) V CO shall retest all Igineered safet features reset con ol actions to 

vrify proper reset ac n; and 

(h VEPCO shall impl ent the follow' g design and proc ural modifica ins 

with respect to ,esel generator eliability; 

( ) Compl e a formal tr iang program for 1 the mecha ical and 
elec ical maintenan and quality co rol personnel including 

su ervisors, who are respons'ible for th maintenance a availability 
the diesel gen ators. The de and quality this training 

program shall b at least equiv nt to that of t ining programs 
normally condu ed by major die I engine manuf turers; 

(2) The lube i system sh be modified the manufactu r's 

recomme ations for pro ding continuous ubrication of the ower 
porion ofoheengine. The modificatio shall furth er pr d for portions fherpr 'de o 

partia illing of the pper lube oil s ply header and lube oil 

boo erfaccumulato system which wi force oil into the upper lube 

oil eader during gine startup. Th modifications shall e completed 
no later than the econd refueling o tage.

A m. e ni d , .m m t N e . 12 7 -7 --
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3) The diesel genera r operating procedu es shall be modified to 

require loading he engine up to 50 75 percent of full load 

for one hour ter eight hours of ntinuous no load ope • ion; 

4) The fuel l storage and trans r system shall be mofied to 

includ the installation of separate high level a arm for each 

day nk, the installation f independent pressur switches for 

e pump which will be t to stop the pumps o high day tank 

evel, and the submitt of Technical Specifi tions verifying 

roper operation of 1 transfer pump contre switches and'day 

tank high level al s. Non-qualified pre sure switches will be 

installed by Oct er 31, 1982. These sw ches are being qualifie 

by the manufac ?e?. Should these swi hes fail qualificatio9K 

tests, the n -qualified switches sha be replaced with qu ifie 

units. Th modifications shall be mpleted no later tha the 

second r ueling outage.  

5) Each even day fuel oil scora tank shall be provid with a 

so ic Category 1, tornado ssile, and flood pro cted 

ergency fill line. Eac ill line shall have a shut-off 

valve, a strainer, and a truck fill connection nsisting of 

a hose coupling with c and chain; and 

6) With respect to v ration of Instruments d Controls, 

VEPCO shall eit r provide test reusul zd results of 

analyses whic qualify the engine ski mounted control 

cubicles fo the severe vibrational tress that will be 

encounter during engine operati, or floor mount t 

skid mo ted panels and controeequipment presently 
furnished with the diesel 

6Y W hin 90 days /o1low ng i uance of the ending revis n of 

negula tory G de 1. 97, "1 strumentation or Light-Wat r-Cooled IL/ 
uclear Pow r Plants to ssess Plant C ditions Dur g and 

Following n Accident" VEFPCO shall povide a sche le accepytle 

t o the N for bringi this facili in complian e with Re lato 

Guide 1. 7, as revis 

?7) Pr or to resung power operation olwing the seco d refueling 

tage, V shall subjec the low p essure turbi s to an 

nservice i spection. Th inspectio shall consi of visual a 

volumetriclexaminations. The visua examination hall be appl' d 

to 100 pe cent of all t e accessib e surface of he rotors, d scs 

/and blad ng. The volu etric exam4 ation shall se an ultras nic 

techniq e to fully ex mine the b e and keywa region of t discs 

in eac low pressure turbine.  

The nspection res lts and eva uation of t is inservice inspection 

sh 1be reported to the NRC nd shall be accepted by he Conmiss~o 

p or to startup following t e second re ueling outa 

he subject of the generat n of turb'-.e missiles or this fa ilit.  

is pending be ore the Ato ic Safet% .d Licensi";n Appeal Boa d.  

:he license ondition im ed here shall be s Ject t Mo ificatio 

based on the resolution of this pending turbin missile i ue.  

, Thlie~t~ ett - .!



ieH -er
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the/rv~re a h/accep a ce an rd: c n md in, ect 
XI of Ameri an Sociez~ of r hanicalxngineer Boiler(adPsu 

V ssel ode 

ig) zo la~ zn ie yers :roen te ae f ± ance 01 !;~s luce~ e, 

VEPC shall p rfoam ra ation-ttrma 1 tes 'ngfth rdas~ed Y 
sadl1dlrsate jai1 used r shieJ ding, and thin m ix 6tstrefe1 

COshl evaluate the tes inS and p vide the c~missioF V ith r ulis/

*Mens-acNo-
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(I) Aegulatory equirement f 10 CFR P rt 50, App ndix E, 
and 

(ii The oper tor Plannin Objective of NUREG-O 54, 'Critera 
for Ptra ration and valuation f Radiolo cal Prepare nes 
in Sup rt of Nudle r Power P1 nts,' Janu ry 1980.  

This plan sh1I provide emergenc operation facility a 
base for Cordlnating a ite activ ies and I terface wi 
State, loc 1, and Feder I agencie .  

No later than 90 days rom the te of iss nce of t s licen 
VEPCO s all report t the NRC e status any ite related'to 
emerge cy preparedn s identi ed by F or the N as requiring 
furth r action.  

u2)rTciong 1980, Dtleas Conei Sionsecorprto SO 

anCho texper win ddereeng co ins efer wh s mebro the apr i te 

ct of gpplegent No.S11 to h Sa ety EvaluatiohRepSht \ /I(NUREG-OO05 for the Nor h Anna Poweri taticn, dateli August 1980,] \/and shall e co~mpleted o the sat isf/i-cion of th ;7RC./ 

S(a) Sh" t Technical/Advisor (Sec~t on 22.3 Item -.A1.1.) 

/an experien 4d degreed en/i'r who it •member of the tie 
/Safety Eng eering Staff #hall be designated as the Sh ~t 

Technical dvisor (STA).  

All ST s shall be ful y trained no ater than by anuary 1, 
1981. During 1980, a SRO's desi ated as STA' shall complet 9 
I ig weeks of mathe atics, physi , thermodyna cs, fluid 
fl , heat transfer instrumenta on and cont , chemistry, 
m erials and stru ural analys . Followin this, STA's 

all receive tw weeks of des n review an five weeks 
f systems dyna c behavior I luding tran ent analysis 

and techniques ortransient dentificati . The traini g 
program for e ineers desig ted as STA' shall consis 
of 3 portion : academic tr ining In th dynamics, fuid 
flow, heat ansfer and r ctor theory* specific ins ction 
in plant s stems and Tec ical Specifi ations; and inally, 
simulato training.  

The tr ning shall be aught at th college lev and equival n 
to ab ut 60 semester ours.  

"(b) Ad nstration of T /Ine Pror , or Licen e Ocerators 
($6ction22-3 IteI.A.2.3) 

All license pe nnel and nu ear traini coordinato at 
the facility a e required t participat in the Requ ifica
tion Program s specifiedi* VEPCO's I ter dated 1' rch 28, 1980.



( e) Plant Shye VinE (Section 2 .3 Item II.B.2) 

vitalE reas and pro ptiton of safety equi dnt following an 
rac .ont resulting n a degraded core n ater chan Jantua m rn 

capabil %y to promptly obta• and perform radi •sotopic and chei 1 analysis of reac vr coolant and conitent atmospher4 
saNpU es under degraded re conditions wit uc excessive 

l surbheatse firsto tage of sufiile m duration but n / arr t h a n J a n u a r y 1 9 8 3 . 2 m 
f) PRelief and Safet Valve Test Re ui ments (Section 2'.3 . een I 

VECO shale/complete tests t /qualify the react• coolant- syst• 

VEPCO shall coplemet e :difications to supr adequatesaccessy-o 

vrlaef an d pro t of of safety ex t i- o al folowion ao 
dsignt risutrnse nts de acded ts n ater than Janua,19.2 

(h) Contaient Dedicated P ( trations (Section .3 Ite II.E.4< 

olate the co ltai ent ,acuumc pucips f neethe co usoibl gas h 

control system. PCO shall also cop ert the manual v ves in the 

/hydrogen recomb cer piping to remoc/ :manual actuation no later than 
ci) Additional yAccident Xonitorin Tnstrumentan icn Ceccion 22.3 

SVEPCOshall install andedoonstraie she opw abit ity of ( instf ments for contin eus indication in2e control room 
S of the following vartbles. Each item thall be completed 
rby the specified date in the co td p agito:

,,-44--82
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press e of the cont •nent no latr than th• 
im mentation schedule NUREG-0737; / 

(ii) Containment water le 1 from (1) the b tom to the top of 
the containment ump, and (2) e bottom of the 
containment to level equivalent o 600,000 gallons of 
water no la r than the imp mentation schedule of 

(iii) Contai nt atmosphere hydro en concentration from to 10 
volu percent shall be in ailed no later than Ja uary 1, 

19 , and the hydrogen pling system to be u d in the 
terim shall remain i effect until January 1 1983; 

( Containment radiat n up to 10 R/hr. no la r than the 
second refueling utage.  

(v) Noble gas ef uent from eacý potentia release point from 
normal cone trations to 10 uCi/c e-J133) no later tha 
January 1 1983.  

VEPCO shall also provide pability for cont uou 
sam ing and for onsite ana sis of the radioiod e an 
p ticulate effluent sam ens no later than J I ary 1 

(j) I adequate Core Cooling I truments (Section 22 Item II.F.2)

t VEPCO shall Instan 2 d demonstrat ei operability f 
additional instrum ts or controls ereded to supplemen 

\ installed equip nt in order tol provide unmbi ous, 
: --. __.. \ easy-to-interpr• indication of ina quate core cooi at thý 
I • A first outage pTsufficient duration but no later t n July1 

~(22) The •i-teens, eis authorized to receive from the Surry Nuclear Power 
~Station Units No. I and 2, possess, and store irradiated Surry fuel 

assemblies containing special nuclear material, enriched to not more 

than 4.1% by weight U-235 subject to the following conditions:

II

a. Surry fuel assemblies may not be placed in the North Anna Power 
Station Units No. 1 and 2 reactors.  

b. Irradiated fuel shipped to North Anna shall have been removed 
from the Surry reactors no less than 730 days prior to 
shipment.

c. No more than 500 Surry irradiated fuel assemblies shall be 
received for storage at the North Anna Units No. I and 2 
spent fuel pool.  

)-a Am Ir .,4 /Q, -, 4 e,e 1# en 
5 e.__ // •d oljrL t',-f 

a c ,cok l ,ý,m ne c 1

K

LI
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¢Tj. _23< Fire Protection 

VEPCO shall implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved fire 
protection rogram as described in th inal Safety Analysis Report for the facility andj, 
as approved in the SER dated February, 1979 subject to the following provision: 

The licensee may make changes to the approved fire protection program 
without prior approval of the Commission only if those changes would not 
adversely affect the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event 
of a fire.  

(4) ead Te E ssemblie k,.. " 11,.2 

Vi inia Electr and Pow Compa may use up four (4) f assemblirn¢-] 
| ntaining vanced zkonium bed alloys as escribed in e licens submitta 
.dated S ember 4, ;F96, as s leme rry. 3. 1

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 2 Ai"sp4wmffý+ ý.ý
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exe m cer 1 pen ix 6to t C 
is desc ibed in ýhe Office Nuclear eactor Re lation's afe .  

valuation Report, upplement/ No. 10. his exemp ion is au or i 2 
by law an will no endanger life or p operty or the co-,,o, defer-;- q 
and secu ity and is otherwi e in the ublic inte est. Tne/exem2:1c 
is, the efore, reby gra ited. The granting f the ex mp'boT r 
authorized wit the issu nce of t e License for Fuel Loalinc anz 
Low-P wer Testing, dated pril 11, 1980. Th facilitv w,-y oi -a'-.  

to t e extent authorize herein, n confor ty with e appli atiorn.  
as amended, to provi ons of e Act, a the r ulation of the 

•qomm i ss ion.• 

E. Physical Protection 

The licensee shall fully implement and maintain in effect all 
provisions of the Commission-approved physical security, guard 
training and qualification, and safeguards contingency plans 
including amendments made pursuant to provisions of the 
Mi-scellaneous Amendments and Search Requirements revisions to 10 CFR 
73.55 (51 FR 27817 and 27822) and to the authority of 10 CFR 50.90 
and 10 CFR 50.54(p). The plans, which contain Safeguards 
Information protected under 10 CFR 73.21, are entitled: "North Anna 
Power Station Physical Security Plan," with revisions submitted 
through February 24, 1988; "North Anna Power Station Guard Training 
and Qualification Plan," with revisions submitted through May 14, 
1987; and "North Anna Power Station Safeguards Contingency Plan," 
with revisions submitted through January 9, 1987. Changes made in 
accordance with 10 CFR 73.55 shall be implemented in accordance with

the scnedule set forthn tnerein.  

F . Tle desigf of the ,peactor ,Ioolant p.Zmp andsteam ge-"rator /upports 
- /4- "-T ay be 7evised i accor/ance wit6 the lcensee' submit-/al date S6_ 6vemb 6 /(Se No. 86-4 77A) 

If VEPCO plans to remove or to make significant changes in th--e 
normal operation of equipment that controls the amount of 
radioactivity in effluents from the North Anna Power Station. the 

•NRC shall be notified in writing regardless of whether =the change] 

affects the amount of radioactivity in the effluents.  

H. v•PCO sna vIreport •ny viol ions of the requ rements ntained 'n 
"ection , Items C (3) thr gh C.(2 ), E, F nd G of his lice se 

.5 13 within hours by telepho e and co firmed b telegra , mailgran, or 

freoL•- -' , facsimi e transmi sion to the Dir ctor of he Regi al Offic , or 
, his d I•gnate, later than th first rking d y followig the 

v aio ion, with writt follow p report ithin I days.  

VEPGO shall report any violations of this requirement within 24 hours by 
telephone and confirmed by telegram, mailgram, or facsimile transmission to the 

Director of the Regional Office, or his designate, no later that the first working 

day following the violation, with a written followup report within 14 days.  

Alerd .. et No. -93

4J3 

/t
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1. The itional Cond' sconta in in Appendicx. as revisedt uh Amend 
N.195, are here incorpora. into this licee.V ia ctric and Po 

C ,'ompany sh operate the cility in acco ance with th dditional C itions.,.  

S/ This license is effective as of the date of issuance and shall expire at midnight on 

August 21, 2020.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Original signed by: 
Harold R. Denton 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Attachment: 
A.-ppendie A,, D, rad C 

Date of Issuance: AUG 21 1980 

~n c1I6Ataj / fo Jet ?4- 1t vi 9 /P-

Ameiidiii�.- 1.t No. 195

Ii
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-- ADI i iNAL LC0NTIiIGNS 

A..n.m M.. .'Addit ional Gend,-, mCenaditn 

S L 9ý 5 - he licen see sh all im p lem en t a p ro ced u re t at w ill P ri-r to im p le .en .a n -. A 
prohibit entry into an extended Emergency Diesel of Amendment No. 195 Generator Outage Time (14 days), for scheduled 

maintenance purposes, if severe weather conditions are E expected, as described in the licensee'sndtn 
application dated June 25, 1998, and evaluated in th 
taffs Safety Evaluation dated August 26, 1998.  

Moue -10  6C ( 

!a 5 =4A-5 CYP' C

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 2 AC I •-.., Afn ..i m,l•xna•,.ta, '+ Ul•.



ATTACHMENT 3

PROPOSED OPERATING LICENSES AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS PAGES 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 
(DOMINION) 

NORTH ANNA POWER STATION UNIT 2



TABULATION OF CHANGES

License No. NPF-7 / Docket No. 50-339 

Summary of change:

This proposed change to the Technical Specifications is 
obsolete license conditions from the Operating License.

DELETE

License Page 1 
License Page 2 
License Page 3 
License Page 4 
License Page 5 
License Page 6 
License Page 6a 
License Page 7 
License Page 8 
License Page 8a 
License Page 9 
License Page 10 
License Page 11 
License Page 12 
License Page 12a 
License Page 13 
License Page 14 
Appendix C 
AC 1

DATED 

11-18-83 
11-18-83 
11-20-00 
05-26-88 
05-26-88 
05-03-82 
02-10-81 
02-20-91 
10-29-82 
10-29-82 
12-29-80 

08-10-82 
04-21-86 
05-09-97 
12-05-88 
08-26-98 
08-26-98 
08-26-98

being made to remove 

SUBSTITUTE 

License Page 1 
License Page 2 
License Page 3 
License Page 4



VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 

OLD DOMINION ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

DOCKET NO. 50-339 

NORTH ANNA POWER STATION, UNIT NO. 2 

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

License No. NPF-7 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) having found that: 

A. The application for license filed by Virginia Electric and Power Company (VEPCO) 
complies with the standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended (the Act), and the Commission's regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I and all 
required notifications to other agencies or bodies have been duly made; 

B. Construction of the North Anna Power Station Unit No. 2 (facility) has been substantially 
completed in conformity with Construction Permit No. CPPR-78 and the application, as 
amended, the provisions of the Act, and the regulations of the Commission; 

C. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, as amended, the provisions of 
the Act, and the regulations of the Commission; 

D. There is reasonable assurance: (i) that the activities authorized by this operating license can 
be conducted without endangering the health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such 
activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations set forth in 
10 CFR Chapter 1; 

E. VEPCO is technically and financially qualified to engage in the activities authorized by this 
operating license in accordance with the Commission's regulations set forth in 
10 CFR Chapter 1; 

F. VEPCO and the Old Dominion Electric Cooperative have satisfied the applicable 
provisions of 10 CFR Part 140, "Financial Protection Requirements and Indemnity 
Agreements," of the Commission's regulations; 

G. The issuance of this operating license will not be inimical to the common defense and 
security or to the health and safety of the public; 

H. After weighing the environmental, economic, technical, and other benefits of the facility 
against environmental and other costs and considering available alternatives, the issuance 
of Facility Operating License NPF-7, subject to the conditions for protection of the 
environment set forth herein, is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 51 of the Commission's 
regulations and all applicable requirements have been satisfied; 

I. The receipt, possession, and use of source, byproduct, and special nuclear material as 
authorized by this license will be in accordance with the Commission's regulations in 
10 CFR Part 30, 40, and 70; and 

J. The Old Dominion Electric Cooperative is a partial financial owner of the facility and will 
not operate the facility.
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2. Pursuant to approval by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission at a meeting on August 20, 1980, 
the License for Fuel-Loading and Low-Power Testing issued on April 11, 1980 is superseded 
by Facility Operating License NPF-7 hereby issued to Virginia Electric and Power Company 
(VEPCO) and the Old Dominion Electric Cooperative (ODEC) to read as follows: 

A. This license applies to the North Anna Power Station, Unit No. 2, a pressurized water 
nuclear reactor and associated equipment (the facility), owned by VEPCO and ODEC. The 
facility is located near Mineral in Louisa County, Virginia and is described in VEPCO's 
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report and Environmental Report as supplemented and 
amended (Supplements 1 through 4).  

B. Subject to the conditions and requirements incorporated herein, the Commission hereby 
licenses: 

(1) Pursuant to Section 103 of the Act and 10 CFR Part 50, VEPCO and ODEC to possess 
and VEPCO to use and operate the facility at the designated location in Louisa County, 
Virginia, in accordance with the limitations set forth in this license; 

(2) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Part 70, VEPCO to receive, possess, and use at any 
time special nuclear material as reactor fuel, in accordance with the limitations for 
storage and amounts required for reactor operation, as described in VEPCO's Updated 
Final Safety Analysis Report; 

(3) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, VEPCO to receive, possess, and 
use at any time any byproduct, source, and special nuclear material as sealed neutron 
sources for reactor startup, sealed sources for reactor instrumentation and radiation 
monitoring equipment calibration, and as fission detectors in amounts as required; 

(4) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, VEPCO to receive, possess, and 
use in amounts as required any byproduct, source, or special nuclear material, without 
restriction to chemical or physical form, for sample analysis or instrument calibration 
or associated with radioactive apparatus or components; and 

(5) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, VEPCO to possess, but not 
separate, such byproduct and special nuclear materials as may be produced by the 
operation of the facility.  

C. This license shall be deemed to contain and is subject to the conditions specified in the 
Commission's regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I and is subject to all applicable 
provisions of the Act and to the rules, regulations, and orders of the Commission now or 
hereafter in effect; and is subject to the additional conditions specified or incorporated 
below: 

(1) Maximum Power Level 

VEPCO is authorized to operate the facility at steady state reactor core power levels 
not in excess of 2893 megawatts (thermal).
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(2) Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendix A, as revised through 
Amendment No. , are hereby incorporated in the license. The licensee shall operate 
the facility in accordance with the Technical Specifications.  

(3) Additional Conditions 

The matters specified in the following conditions shall be completed to the satisfaction 
of the Commission within the stated time periods following the issuance of the 
condition or within the operational restrictions indicated. The removal of these 
conditions shall be made by an amendment to the license supported by a favorable 
evaluation by the Commission: 

a. If VEPCO plans to remove or to make significant changes in the normal operation 
of equipment that controls the amount of radioactivity in effluents from the North 
Anna Power Station, the NRC shall be notified in writing regardless of whether the 
change affects the amount of radioactivity in the effluents.  

VEPCO shall report any violations of this requirement within 24 hours by 
telephone and confirmed by telegram, mailgram, or facsimile transmission to the 
Director of the Regional Office, or his designate, no later than the first working day 
following the violation, with a written followup report within 14 days.  

b. The licensee shall implement a procedure that will prohibit entry into an extended 
Emergency Diesel Generator Outage Time (14 days), for scheduled maintenance 

purposes, if severe weather conditions are expected, as described in the licensee's 
application dated June 25, 1998, and evaluated in the staff's Safety Evaluation 
dated August 26, 1998.  

(4) The licensee is authorized to receive from the Surry Nuclear Power Station Units No. 1 
and 2, possess, and store irradiated Surry fuel assemblies containing special nuclear 
material, enriched to not more than 4.1% by weight U-235, subject to the following 
conditions: 

a. Surry fuel assemblies may not be placed in North Anna Power Station Units No. 1 
and 2 reactors.  

b. Irradiated fuel shipped to North Anna shall have been removed from the Surry 
reactors no less than 730 days prior to shipment.  

c. No more than 500 Surry irradiated fuel assemblies shall be received for storage at 

the North Anna Units No. 1 and 2 spent fuel pool.  

(5) Environmental Protection Plan 

The Environmental Protection Plan contained in Appendix B, as revised through 
Amendment No. , is hereby incorporated in the license. The licensee shall operate the 
facility in accordance with the Environmental Protection Plan.
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D. Fire Protection 

VEPCO shall implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved fire 
protection program as described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for the facility 
and as approved in the SER dated February, 1979 subject to the following provision: 

The licensee may make changes to the approved fire protection program without 
prior approval of the Commission only if those changes would not adversely affect 
the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event of a fire.  

E. Physical Protection 

The licensee shall fully implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the Commission 
- approved physical security, guard training and qualification, and safeguards contingency 
plans including amendments made pursuant to provisions of the Miscellaneous 
Amendments and Search Requirements revisions to 10 CFR 73.55 (51 FR 27817 
and 27822) and the authority of 10 CFR 50.90 and 10 CFR 50.54 (p). The plans, which 
contain Safeguards Information protected under 10 CFR 73.21, are entitled: "North Anna 
Power Station Physical Security Plan," with revisions submitted through February 24, 
1988; "North Anna Power Station Guard Training and Qualification Plan," with revisions 
submitted through May 14, 1987; and "North Anna Power Station Safeguards Contingency 
Plan," with revisions submitted through January 9, 1987. Changes made in accordance with 
10 CFR 73.55 shall be implemented in accordance with the schedule set forth therein.  

F. This license is effective as of the date of issuance and shall expire at midnight on 
August 21, 2020.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Original signed by: 
Harold R. Denton 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Attachment: 
Appendix A, Technical Specifications 
Appendix B, Environmental Protection Plan

Date of Issuance: AUG 21 1980



ATTACHMENT 4

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 
(DOMINION) 

NORTH ANNA POWER STATION UNIT 2



SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Virginia Electric and Power Company has reviewed the requirements of 10 CFR 
50.92 as they relate to the proposed administrative change to the Facility 
Operating License (FOL), NPF-7, for North Anna Unit 2 and determined that a 
significant hazards consideration is not involved. The proposed administrative 
change to the North Anna Unit 2 FOL makes minor editorial corrections, 
relocates various license conditions within the license, and removes outdated, 
superceded or otherwise non-applicable license conditions. Minor restructuring 
and renumbering of certain sections of the Facility Operating License to facilitate 
consistency between the two units at North Anna is also included in this 
administrative change. The result is a license document that is directly 
applicable to the current plant licensing and design bases. There is no significant 
hazard consideration associated with this proposed change since the change 
does not alter any currently applicable FOL requirements. Accordingly, the 
current North Anna Unit 2 licensing and design bases are unchanged. In support 
of this conclusion, the following evaluation is provided.  

Criterion 1 - The proposed license amendment does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

The proposed change to the North Anna Unit 2 Facility Operating License, 
NPF-7, is administrative (and in part editorial) in nature. The removal of license 
conditions regarding completed, no longer needed, and expired requirements 
has no impact on plant operations since these requirements no longer have 
meaningful applications. The renumbering and/or relocation within the FOL of 
various license conditions in this proposed administrative change does not alter 
the technical basis, requirements or the implementation of the affected items.  
The proposed change is within the current design and licensing bases of the 
facility. Since this change is administrative only and neither station operations 
nor design are affected by the change, it does not involve any significant 
increase in the probability or the consequences of any accident or malfunction of 
equipment important to safety previously evaluated.  

Criterion 2 - The proposed license amendment does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

The proposed change is administrative (and in part editorial) in nature. The 
license conditions that are being removed or relocated by this proposed change 
do not impact station operations or station equipment in any manner. The 
proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant, nor a change 
in the methods used to respond to plant transients that has not been previously
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analyzed. No new or different equipment is being installed and no installed 
equipment is being removed or operated in a different manner. Consequently, no 
new failure modes are introduced and the proposed administrative change to the 
North Anna Unit 2 Facility Operating License does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety 
from any previously evaluated.  

Criterion 3 - The proposed license amendment does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  

The proposed change is administrative (and in part editorial) in nature and 
neither station operations nor design are affected by the change. Since station 
operations are not affected by the proposed administrative change and no 
physical change is being made to the station, the change does not impact the 
condition, design, or performance of any station structure, system or component.  
Therefore, the proposed administrative change to the North Anna Unit 2 Facility 
Operating License does not involve a significant reduction in any margin of safety 
described in the bases of the Technical Specifications.
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